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Abstract
This paper1,2 proposes and studies a detection technique for adver-
sarial scenarios (dubbed deterministic detection). This technique pro-
vides an alternative detection methodology in case the usual stochas-
tic methods are not applicable: this can be because the studied phe-
nomenon does not follow a stochastic sampling scheme, samples are
high-dimensional and subsequent multiple-testing corrections render
results overly conservative, sample sizes are too low for asymptotic re-
sults (as e.g. the central limit theorem) to kick in, or one cannot allow
for the small probability of failure inherent to stochastic approaches.
This paper instead designs a method based on insights from ma-
chine learning and online learning theory: this detection algorithm -
named Online FAult Detection (FADO) - comes with theoretical guar-
antees of its detection capabilities. A version of the margin, µ, is found
to regulate the detection performance of FADO. A precise expression
is derived for bounding the performance, and experimental results are
presented assessing the influence of involved quantities. A case study
of scene detection is used to illustrate the approach. The technology is
closely related to the linear perceptron rule, inherits its computational
attractiveness and flexibility towards various extensions.
1 Introduction
Detection lies at the heart of the study of inference (see e.g. the classical
surveys [13, 22]) and of the scientific endeavour in general. Most theoret-
ical results adopt explicitly a stochastic (statistical) setting: the observed
1See http://user.it.uu.se/~kripe367/ for additional material.
2This work is supported by Swedish Research Council under contract 621-2007-6364.
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samples are assumed to be sampled randomly from an underlying distribu-
tion with unknown characteristics. Deterministic alternatives often rely on
a method of machine learning as clustering (see e.g the surveys [7, 6, 21]).
This paper studies an alternative unsupervised approach for doing so, and
derives formal deterministic results relating its detection performance to a
notion of margin. In the context of supervised learning, the margin is found
to be of central importance to characterise learning performance, see e.g.
[19] and pointers.
To differentiate from a stochastic setting, the following nomenclature
is used. A transaction is an object of interest, playing a similar role as a
sample, a record, an observation or alike. Most of the transactions are nor-
mal (non-fraudulent), but a fraction of the collected transactions are faulty
(non-normal, or fraudulent). This property is unknown at any time, but
the detection algorithm is trying to recover this information nonetheless. A
transaction is fully observed in a single time-step. At the end of the time-
step, the detection algorithm needs to make a decision about it: should it
be flagged as potentially faulty, or as normal? Hence, the setting is unsuper-
vised and online: there is no supervision (labels, ...) to guide the detection
algorithm, and learning proceeds time-wise. One can solely rely on the as-
sumption that there are more normal than faulty transactions. That is, the
faulty ones can take arbitrary form or place in the observed stream of trans-
actions. We ask ourself the question under what conditions one can address
this formidable task successfully. In brief, it is found that this is possible
when a certain margin µ is large enough.
Many techniques were put forward in a context of machine learning which
might fit this task (see e.g. [6] and pointers). A first approach to address this
unsupervised task is to cluster data, and decide if subsequent samples fit this
cluster solution (’normal’) or not (’faulty’). A second class of methods do
explicitly use the time-ordering by invoking methods of change detection. A
third class of machine learning-based approaches leans on stochastic assump-
tions, for example by estimating the support of a density using SVM-like
methods - often going under the name anomaly detection, see e.g. [18] and
subsequent work. Many of those techniques do not come with theoretical
guarantees of the resulting detection performance. Especially, the perfor-
mance of clustering is notoriously hard to characterise per se (as found in
e.g. [12, 2, 24, 1]), Another issue arises when the data does not really reflect
a cluster structure (i.e. is not ’clusterable’), admit a parametric time-series
model (e.g. is strongly time-variant), or has unbounded support. In case
such an assumption is too remote from the actual situation, a two-step ap-
proach is less appropriate. The current approach replaces such modelling
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assumption by an assumption of the detectability stating that ’there exists
an (approximate) detection rule of the studied form’. One may argue that
such assumption is in many cases more natural to make.
Motivations for investigating a method for detection in a non-stochastic
setup are
• found in cases where transactions (faulty or normal ones) do not follow
a random sampling strategy. Even in case of strong dependence be-
tween transactions, principles based on exchangeability, time-varying
structures, or Markov models, ... might be used to fit those obser-
vations into a stochastic framework. However, some situations refuse
any such approach, especially in cases where deterministic or adver-
sarial strategies are followed. For example, consecutive frames of a
movie have strong, intrinsic and varying dependendence structures.
In case of fraud detection, cyber crime can hardly be modelled as a
random source. Such situations are studied extensively in the con-
text of information theory (under the name of individual sequences),
in game-theory and online learning theory, see [5] for a survey.
• Repeated application of stochastic methods demand proper (multiple-
test) corrections. This fact is properly acknowledged in applications of
bio-informatics and medical imaging, see e.g. [3] and citing work. This
is problematic in case of indefinite application of the detection rule: if
the rule is applied in critical real-world applications, guarantees of the
rule should not degrade in terms of the number of times it is applied.
Also in cases where the dimensionality is overwhelming, corrections
for multiple testing render (stochastic) results often overly conserva-
tive (see e.g. the survey by [15]). In case of deterministic detection
however, no such correction is needed when performed multiple times.
• In cases of (complex) stochastic schemes, one often invokes asymptotic
results. These need a (relatively) large set of samples for asymptotic
results to kick in. This in turn makes results not reliable in case of a
few samples. In contexts of financial, medical, and other applications,
this however is frequently the regime of relevance, and methods of
machine learning are often invoked to assist.
• Stochastic techniques necessarily admit a small probability that things
go wrong. In some applications such (however small) probability is
problematic. This is especially the case for commercial systems which
are going to be deployed unknown times. For example, one does not
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want to use a self-driving car that might mis-interprete critical situ-
ations. Similarly, one does not like to use a medical drug that might
bring patients in a condition more critical than the one it was designed
to resolve.
One can also find ethical, governmental or societal arguments for advocating
a worst-case detection strategy rather than a stochastic one. We envision a
scenario in fault detection as in [4] where the faults do not behave randomly
(i.e. as statistical outliers, see [17]), but actually try to deceive the system
as well as possible. Can we build a detection system which is insensitive to
such malicious behaviour? This hints at an application of game-theory, and
indeed the used methods of online learning are closely related, see e.g. the
survey [5]. The object of this paper is as such not so much to device the
most advanced, powerful method possible, but to explore a conceptual and
theoretically sound alternative approach.
So the solution is set in a context of online learning. Specifically, a setup
is considered of deterministic detection of a stream of transactions, given
as y1,y2,y3, . . . ,yt, . . . , each represented as a vector in Rn. Algorithm (1)
formalises the setup.
Algorithm 1 Online Fault Detection
Initialise w0 ∈ Rn and 0 ≥ 0.
for t = 1, 2, . . . do
(1) Receive transaction yt ∈ Rn.
(2) Decide if the transaction were faulty as
‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ t−1, (1)
or not
(3) If so, raise an alarm.
(4) Update wt−1 → wt and t−1 → t.
end for
An alarm in alg. (1) can mean two things:
• Either the normal model is not adequate enough: further learning (i.e.
the alarm is false) is needed.
• Or the transaction is really faulty (a true alarm) and the model per-
formed adequately.
Note that flagging a transaction with an alarm does not imply that the
transaction is necessarily stamped as faulty. But it indicates that there are
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reasons for suspicion. Often further analysis is to be triggered in such cases,
as long as there are not too many false alarms.
This setting is an instantiation of the exploration-exploitation trade-off.
If the model were accurate enough, exploitation of the system leads to good
detection and hence true alarms. If the model were not precise enough,
further exploration is needed. The algorithm trades both behaviours so as
to give good detection performance. The key idea is to treat an alarm and
consecutive learning step as a single notion called a mistake, and to bound
the occurrence of such.
Note that this basic setup can be extended towards multiple situations.
For example, it requires a straightforward extension of notation to extend
this results to the case where one has additional side-information. Another
interesting extension is for the case where one has K > 1 clusters. A third
extension is to the case where lagged values of yt are relevant. While results
are linear in this case, extensions using reproducing kernels (described in
[20]) are immediate. This report focusses on the vanilla (most basic) setup.
This paper is organised as follows. The next section details the FADO
algorithm and provides theoretical analysis. Section III and IV reports nu-
merical performances and results obtained in a case study of scene detection,
and section V concludes and provides directives for further work.
2 FADO: Online FAult Detector
This section gives the formal setup. Consider the case where the transactions
are represented as a vector yt ∈ Rn and where there is no side-information
for this transaction available. The fraudulent or non-fraudulent decision is
encoded by a vector w ∈ Rn and parameter  > 0 so that for all non-
fraudulent transactions, one has
‖w − yt‖2 < , (2)
and for the fraudulent ones holds that
‖w − yt‖2 ≥ . (3)
How to go about learning w and , while detecting? The subsequent analysis
follows this strategy:
1. First, we assume that all transactions are normal, and faults detected
by the algorithm are necessarily false. This is similar to the so-called
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realisability assumption in learning theory, see e.g. [23, 19]. Theo-
rem 1 establish that those cannot be too many for the studied FADO
algorithm.
2. Then we proof that at a time t, the solution given by FADO achieves
a certain power of detection. That is, we quantify how abnormal the
transaction at time t + 1 need to be under these conditions, to be
detected as faulty (positive alarm).
3. Finally, it is derived how the presence of faulty transactions is not
going to influence the subsequent solution nor the bounds too much.
This logic is followed in the derivations below.
2.1 Realisable case, known  > 0
At first, we consider the case where the radius  > 0 is given and fixed, and
we consider how to learnw by considering the sequencew1,w2, . . . ,wt, · · · →
w. Given this sequence, then the decision are made as
dt =
{
1 If ‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ 
0 Otherwise.
(4)
The FADO algorithm constructs the sequence {wt}t as detailed in Alg. (2).
Algorithm 2 FADO()
Initialise w0 = 0d.
for t = 1, 2, . . . do
(1) Receive transaction yt ∈ Rn.
(2) Raise an alarm if
‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ ,
and set
vt =
yt −wt−1
‖yt −wt−1‖2 ∈ R
n.
(3) If an alarm is raised, update
wt = wt−1 + γtvt.
Otherwise, set wt = wt−1.
end for
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The number of alarms raised by this algorithm prior to time t, is denoted
as mt where
mt =
t∑
s=1
ds. (5)
Now we proof that this method makes only a bounded number of mistakes,
that is mt < ∞ for any t. Hereto we assume the existence of a perfect
solution w¯ ∈ Rn for this  such that the following holds for all transactions,
‖yt − w¯‖2 ≤ , ∀t. (6)
Observe that this realisability condition is quite restrictive. However, it is
prooven below that the algorithm also works well (‘robust’) when deviating
from this assumption, allowing for the presence of faulty transactions during
operation. First, a technical result is given. This result - as illustrated in
Fig. (1) - is paramount.
Lemma 1 (AC-lemma) Let a, c > 0 be positive terms. Assume x ≥ 0. If
for all y ∈ R holds that
x+ y ≤ c
√
a+ 2y, (7)
and
y ≥ −a
2
. (8)
Then
|y| ≤ max
(a
2
, c
√
a+ c2 + c2
)
, (9)
and
x ≤ max
(
c
√
2a+
a
2
, c
√
a+ 2(c
√
a+ c2 + c2) + c
√
a+ c2 + c2
)
. (10)
In case a = O(c2), one has that x = O(c2).
Proof: First, using that x ≥ 0, gives
y ≤ c
√
a+ 2y. (11)
By inspection of either term of eq. (11) in terms of y (see Figure (1) for an
example of choices for a, c), one finds that one needs solving for the positive
root of y in the equation resulting from replacing ′ ≤′ by ′ =′, or
y = c
√
a+ 2y ⇔ y2 = c2a+ 2c2y ⇔ y2 − 2c2y − c2a = 0, (12)
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and thus
y = c
√
a+ c2 + c2. (13)
From this, it follows that
y ≤ c
√
a+ c2 + c2, (14)
for whatever choice of x in eq. (7). Using the lowerbound of eq. (8) as well,
gives
|y| ≤ max
(a
2
, c
√
a+ c2 + c2
)
, (15)
and thus
x ≤ c
√
a+ 2|y|+ |y| ⇒ x ≤

c
√
2a+ a2
c
√
a+ 2(c
√
a+ c2 + c2)
+c
√
a+ c2 + c2.
(16)
This gives the result. In case a = O(c2), one has in brief that x = O(c2).

Figure 1: Illustration of the AC-Lemma: when a quantity y (blue solid line)
is bounded by a constant plus the square-root of itself (red dashed line), the
quantity must be bounded (here y ≤ 4.2).
Lemma 2 Assume that a fixed w¯ exists for given  such that eq. (6) holds
for all transactions. Let {γt > 0}t be any sequence, then
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1 ≥ −
1
2
t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s . (17)
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This means that the terms {∑ts=1 dsγsvTs ws−1}t cannot become too nega-
tive.
Proof: This follows by studying the positive terms {‖wt‖2}t. The
algorithm can be summarised as the recursion
wt = wt−1 + dtγtvt =
{
wt−1 + γtvt if dt = 1
wt−1 if dt = 0,
(18)
which is initialised as w0 = 0n ∈ Rn. The algorithm implements the recur-
sion for any t > 0 that
wt = wt−1 + dtγtvt. (19)
From this it follows that for any t one has
0 ≤ ‖wt‖22 = ‖wt−1 + dtγtvt‖22
= ‖wt−1‖22 + d2tγ2t ‖vt‖22 + 2dtγtwTt−1vt
=
t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s + 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs(w
T
s−1vs). (20)
Reshuffling terms gives the result.

Now an upperbound is given, meaning that the terms {∑ts=1 dsγsvTs ws−1}t
cannot become too large.
Lemma 3 Assume that a fixed w¯ exists for given  such that eq. (6) holds
for all transactions. Let {γt > 0}t be any sequence, then
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1 ≤ ‖w¯‖22 + ‖w¯‖2
√√√√ t∑
s=1
dsγ2s + ‖w¯‖22. (21)
Proof: This follows from studying the terms {w¯Twt}t. First
dt(v
T
t w¯ − vTt yt) ≥ −d2t ‖w¯ − yt‖2 ≥ −d2t , (22)
by construction, and hence that
wTt w¯ ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ys −
t∑
s=1
d2sγs. (23)
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Since in cases t where a mistake was reported, or dt = 1, one has
vTt yt − vTt wt−1 = ‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ , (24)
or
vTt yt −  ≥ vTt wt−1, (25)
one also has
wTt w¯ ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ws−1). (26)
Conversely, one has using Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality that∣∣wTt w¯∣∣ ≤ ‖w¯‖2‖wt‖2. (27)
Since
‖wt‖22 = ‖wt−1 + dtγtvt‖22
= ‖wt−1‖22 + d2tγ2t ‖vt‖22 + 2dtγtwTt−1vt
=
t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s + 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs(w
T
s−1vs). (28)
Putting together those inequalities gives
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1 ≤ wTt w¯ ≤ ‖w¯‖2
√√√√ t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s + 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs(vTs ws−1), (29)
then using the AC-Lemma with x = 0, a =
∑t
s=1 d
2
sγ
2
s and c = ‖w¯‖2 gives
the result.

Now, we consider a specific function of γs > 0:
Lemma 4 Let τ > 0 be a strictly positive, finite constant, and
γt =
1
m
1/2+τ
t
∀t, (30)
then
t∑
s=1
dsγ
2
s ≤ ζ(1 + 2τ) <∞, (31)
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where ζ(·) is the Riemann zeta function, and one has for all t > 0 that
t∑
s=1
dsγs ≥ cm1/2−τt . (32)
with c > 0 a universal constant.
In order to bound mt, we need to make stronger assumptions. For example,
that there exists a µ > 0 such that
‖yt − w¯‖2 ≤ − µ, ∀t. (33)
That is, the detection rule achieves perfect performance with a non-zero
margin µ. Then, we obtain actually the following stronger result:
Theorem 1 Assume that a fixed w¯ exists for given  and µ > 0 such that
eq. (33) holds for all transactions y1, . . . ,yt, . . . presented. Let {γt > 0}t be
set as
γt =
1
m
1/2+τ
t
, ∀t > 0, (34)
then
mt = O
((‖w¯‖22
µ
) 2
1−2τ
)
<∞, ∀t > 0. (35)
Figure (2) gives an example run of the algorithm in n = 2 dimensions.
This theorem implies that only a limited number of false detections are
made however many ‘normal’ cases are presented to the FADO() algorithm.
The O(·) suppresses the explicit statement of the (mild) constants in the
bound. These constants depend on the term ‘
∑t
s=1 dsγ
2
s <∞’ as in Lemma
3, and hence directly on the choice of {γt}t.
The argument implies that the larger one chooses τ , the worse the be-
haviour. However the constants in the bound become smaller for larger
τ > 0, hence improving the bound in that sense. So, one needs to tune
0 < τ < 12 to trade-off both effects optimally in the case at hand. In
practice this does not affect results too much, and the key property is that∑
t dtγ
2
t <∞ while
∑
t dtγt →∞. This makes this result reminiscent to the
beautiful result of [16].
Note that the bound of Theorem 1 is not dependent on the size of the
domain of yt. That is, the performance of the algorithm is not different if the
data were to be rescaled. This is a consequence of the fact that the update
vt has unit norm, (i.e., this is very similar to the robust median estimate),
11
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t:9858, m:23, power:0.98299, w:2.06      1.98
Figure 2: Example in 2D. Only m = 23 of the t = 10.000 ‘normal’ cases (blue
dots) were erroneously decided to be faulty by the FADO detection algorithm.
The final rule (dashed circle) detects 98.299% of the outliers (red dots) as
atypical. The solid path depicts the different centres the FADO algorithm
has taken over time (t = 1, . . . , 10.000). That is, the centre was first taken
to be (0, 0) and evolved after 23 mistakes into the value wt = (2.06, 1.98),
close to w¯ = (2, 2).
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rather than to allow for individual influences which are proportional to the
norm of the mistake (an approach which is more similar to the mean or least-
squares estimate instead.) This is useful, as in this setting one is interested
in detecting outliers, and putting restrictions on the (size of) possible data
is not realistic.
Proof: (of Theorem 1) The proof goes along the same lines of the
proof of Lemma 2, however strengthening the first inequality as
dt(v
T
t w¯ − vTt yt) ≥ −d2t ‖w¯ − yt‖2 ≥ −d2t + d2tµ, (36)
Working through the following inequalities then results in
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1+
t∑
s=1
dsγsµ ≤ ‖w¯‖2
√√√√ t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s + 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs(vTs ws−1), (37)
Application of the AC-Lemma for x =
∑t
s=1 dsγsµ, y =
∑t
s=1 dsγsv
T
s ws−1
and a =
∑t
s=1 d
2
sγ
2
s , c = ‖w¯‖2, gives then
t∑
s=1
dsγsµ ≤ O
(‖w¯‖22) . (38)
and by the specific choice of γt that
mt = O
((‖w¯‖22
µ
) 2
1−2τ
)
, (39)
as desired.

2.2 Power of FADO()
Now, we proof that the algorithm has sufficient power, i.e. it detects items
y which violate eq. (6) sufficiently much. Hereto we consider the following
scenario. Let T > 0 transactions be given satisfying the assumption (6) for
(w¯, ). Then we study the performance of the FADO() algorithm on the
(T + 1)th transaction yT+1 which is significantly atypical: i.e. there exist a
δ ≥ 0 so that
‖w¯ − yT+1‖2 = + δ. (40)
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Figure 3: Example in 2D where the {yt} are on a circle (blue dots) quite close
to the decision boundary (µ = 0.001). (subplot a): The red dots denote the
abnormal transactions not seen, but to be detected. This results in m = 67
mistakes. Subplot (b) reports the evolution of the term
∑
s dsγs(w
T
s−1vs), in-
dicating that it remains bounded. After these m = 67 corrections, a decision
function is obtained with almost perfect detection capabilities (i.e. the power
for detecting the red dots in subplot a as faulty, is 99.951%). Whenever this
margin µ is taken larger, m decreases as e.g. seen in subplot (c), (same
design, but here µ = 0.1, and only m = 10 false detections are made).
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Then we ask the question: How large needs this δ ≥ 0 to be so that FADO()
detects yT+1 as a mistake?, i.e.
‖wT − yT+1‖2 ≥ . (41)
The smaller this δ ≥ 0 is, the more powerful the algorithm is. Observe
that a trivial solution (wT , T ) scoring all possible transactions as faulty,
has perfect power (δ = 0) in this sense. Such solution will also have an
unbounded number of false positives - as characterised by Theorem 1 - and
is hence not very useful. The optimal trade-off between false positives and
false negatives (or number of mistakes versus power, under assumption eq.
(6)) is dictated by the application at hand.
Theorem 2 Given a fixed T > 0. Assume the existence of w¯ for a given 
such that eq. (6) holds for all transactions y1, . . . ,yT . Then the FADO()
algorithm will detect the transaction yT+1 as faulty whenever
‖w¯ − yT+1‖2 = + δ, (42)
and
δ ≥ O
 ‖w¯‖22
m
1−2τ
4
T
 . (43)
That is, the algorithm is δ-powerful.
Proof: The proof goes by contradiction, i.e. assume yT+1 satisfies eq.
(42) where δ satisfies eq. (43), and assume that
‖wT − yT+1‖2 < . (44)
Now we proof that this scenario is impossible. Define v¯T+1 as the (unknown)
sub-gradient according to w¯, or
v¯TT+1 (yT+1 − w¯) = ‖yT+1 − w¯‖2 , (45)
or
v¯T+1 =
yT+1 − w¯
‖yT+1 − w¯‖2
, (46)
if ‖w¯−yT+1‖2 > 0. Note that the case ‖w¯−yT+1‖2 = 0 is impossible since
it is assumed that ‖w¯ − yT+1‖2 > . Note that in any case ‖v¯T+1‖2 = 1.
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Now we proceed as before, however studying (wT − cv¯T+1)T w¯ where c > 0
is set lateron. Since
w¯TwT =
T∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s w¯ ≥
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ys − ), (47)
and by definition of v¯T+1, it follows that
w¯T (wT + cv¯T+1) ≥
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ys − )− cw¯T v¯T+1. (48)
By definition of ds = 1 and thus v
T
s (ys − ws−1) ≥ , and the assumption
that no mistake was made at instance T + 1 despite the fact that
v¯TT+1(yT+1 − w¯) = ‖w¯ − yT+1‖2 = + δ, (49)
then one has
w¯T (wT + cv¯T+1) ≥
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ws−1)− cv¯TT+1yT+1 + c+ cδ. (50)
Since by assumption (contradiction), no mistake is made at T + 1, one has
v¯TT+1(wT − yT+1) ≥ −‖yT+1 −wT ‖22 ≥ −, (51)
or
− v¯TT+1yT+1 +  ≥ −vTT+1wT . (52)
Hence
w¯T (wT − γT+1v¯T+1) ≥
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ws−1)− cv¯TT+1wT + cδ. (53)
Conversely, we have that
‖wT − cv¯T+1‖22 = ‖wT ‖22 + c2‖v¯T+1‖22 − 2cwTT v¯T+1
=
T∑
s=1
dsγ
2
s + 2
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ws−1) + c
2 − 2cwTT v¯T+1. (54)
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Combining inequalities gives
(
T∑
s=1
dsγs(v
T
s ws−1)− cv¯TT+1wT
)
+ δc
≤ ‖w¯‖2
√√√√( T∑
s=1
dsγ2s + c
2
)
+ 2
(
T∑
s=1
dsγs(vTs ws−1)− cv¯TT+1wT
)
. (55)
Then application of the AC-Lemma for x = cδ, y =
(∑T
s=1 dsγs(v
T
s ws−1)− cv¯TT+1wT
)
,
c = ‖w¯‖2 and a =
(∑T
s=1 dsγ
2
s + c
2
)
, gives
cδ ≤ O(‖w¯‖22), (56)
whenever a =
(∑T
s=1 dsγ
2
s + c
2
)
= O
(‖w¯‖22) < ∞. Now we turn to the
question how to choose c. The larger c is, the better the power (the smaller δ
should be). However, this constant cannot be too large as then the condition
a = O(c2) of the AC-Lemma would be violated, hence the maximal value of
c is such that (
T∑
s=1
dsγ
2
s + c
2
)
= O
(‖w¯‖22) ≤ ∞. (57)
For example, if c would depend on T , this condition is violated. Since the
Theorem 1 states that m
1−2τ
2
T = O(‖w¯‖22) for a fixed µ > 0, one may choose
c = O(m
1−2τ
4
T ) such that c
2 = O(‖w¯‖22). Since this contradicts δ as in eq.
(43), the result follows.

2.3 Robustness and the Agnostic Case
The previous results were obtained by relying on the realisability assump-
tion of eq. (6) or even eq. (33). Results however degrade not too fast when
deviating from this assumption. First, we present numerical results indicat-
ing how fast results degrade in practical situations where the realisability
assumption only holds vaguely.
Figure (4.a) and (4.b) present results of a numerical study based on
T = 10000 samples {yt}Tt=1 where the number mT is plotted in function of
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Figure 4: Number of false negatives mT in case of pT faulty sam-
ples/fraudulent transactions. Subplot (a) for T = 10000 and n = 2, Subplot
(b) for T = 10000 and n = 10.
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the number of cases violating the realisability assumption of eq. (33). This
number pT is defined as
pT = |{1 ≤ t ≤ T : ‖yt − w¯‖2 ≥ }| , (58)
where | · | denotes the number of elements in a set. Figure (4.a) presents this
graph for the case where {yt}t ⊂ Rn,w = (2, 2, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ Rn and n = 2,
with a design as given used in (3). Figure (4.b) presents results in case of
n = 10 where now (2, 2, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ R10. Results indicate that performance
(characterised as mT , the number of detections in the set {yt}) increases
directly proportional to the number of cases violating the realisability as-
sumption. This means that useful results are obtained even for situations
where most (!) of the cases in {yt}t are faulty themselves.
From this plot, we see that mT is directly proportional to pT in practical
scenarios. The theoretical bound based on the above arguments gives a
slightly worse dependence on pT as follows. This bound is in terms of the
total size of the ‘faulty items’ in PT , not in terms of their number.
Now we operate under the following assumption, namely that for given
, µ > 0 there exists a vector w¯ ∈ Rn where for a set PT ∈ {1, . . . , T} of size
pt = |PT |
‖yt − w¯‖2 ≤ − µ,∀t 6∈ PT . (59)
That is, the decision rule works for a fraction of
rT =
(
1− pT
T
)
. (60)
Moreover, let the size of the faults occurring before item t be denoted as σt
defined as
σt =
t∑
s=1
(‖ys − w¯‖2 − (− µ))2+ , (61)
with (·)+ denoting the positive part of its argument. Note the ‘square’ in
the definition. Then
Theorem 3 Fix , µ > 0 and pT such that there exists a w¯ and PT of size pT
for which eq. (59) holds. Assume bounded transactions where maxt ‖yt‖2 <
∞. Let τ > 0 be small, and let {γt > 0}t be choosen as
γt =
1
m
1/2+τ
t
, ∀t > 0, (62)
and assume that
σT = O
(‖w¯‖82) <∞, (63)
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then FADO() can make at most
m1−2τt = O
(‖w¯‖42
µ2
)
∀t > 0, (64)
mistakes.
Proof: The key element is in the first step of the proof, namely in deriving
the lower-bound. First, for cases t not in PT , one has
vTt (w¯ − yt) ≥ −‖yt − w¯‖2 ≥ −+ µ. (65)
For cases t within PT (‘faulty cases’)
vTt (w¯ − yt) ≥ −‖yt − w¯‖2 ≥ −+ µ− δt (66)
where δt ≥ 0 denotes the ‘size’ of this mistake, or vTt w¯ ≥ vTt yt−+µ−dtδt.
Considering those cases t were a mistake was made (dt = 1), one has
vTt (yt −wt−1) = ‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ , (67)
or vTt yt −  ≥ vTt wt−1. Hence
w¯Twt =
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s w¯ ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1 +
t∑
s=1
dsγsµ−
t∑
s=1
dsγsδs. (68)
where we let δt = 0 in case instance t is not ‘faulty’ (not in PT ). Thus
w¯Twt ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1 +
t∑
s=1
dsγsµ−
√
ζ(1 + 2τ)σt. (69)
where we use Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality such that
t∑
s=1
dsγsδs ≤
√√√√ t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s
√√√√ t∑
s=1
δ2s ≤
√
ζ(1 + 2τ)σt. (70)
Since the upper-bound to w¯Twt is the same as before, we have
t∑
s=1
dsγsv
T
s ws−1+
t∑
s=1
dsγsµ−
√
ζ(1 + 2τ)σt ≤ ‖w¯‖2
√√√√ t∑
s=1
d2sγ
2
s + 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs(vTs ws−1).
(71)
Application of the AC-Lemma assuming that
√
σt = O(‖w¯‖42) < ∞, gives
then the result.
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Remark that the choice of  influences the bound only indirectly. If  > 0
was set unrealistically small, many cases in {yt} would violate eq. (6) and
hence pT would be large. Conversely, if  would be set too large, learning
would be very easy (mT is very small), but the resulting detection capability
would be low. So it is of interest to the user to choose  carefully.
The gap between the practically observed number of mistakes mT in this
scenario (in terms of pT ) and the theoretical result (in term of σT ), prompts
the need for further work. Note that this is much similar to the state of
affairs in studying the mistake bound in the good ol’ perceptron, see e.g.
[8].
Since a sample can contribute at most a factor of size γ2t to wT , the
influence of a single point is bounded in the solution. Since this influence
is independent of the absolute size of the sample, the estimator is robust to
outliers as in [17]. This is a critical property in the context of fault detection
where outlying points are present by definition. As this property is violated
in case of unknown  (see below) the FADO estimator detailed in Alg. (3)
is less robust, also observed in the subsequent experiments.
2.4 Realisable case, unknown  > 0
Now we consider the case where w as well as  > 0 are unknown. The
algorithm builds up a sequence of {(wt, t)}t which can be thought of as
approximating this (w¯, ). However, t is represented by its inverse such
that the algorithm decides that yt is an atypical instance as
1
t−1
‖yt −wt−1‖ > 1. (72)
The key insight is to take
t =
1
γt
, ∀t, (73)
and hence to let the radius t of the detection mechanism grow slowly so that
there is enough time to adjust wt if needed. Hence, the decision variable is
now
dt =
{
1 If γt−1‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ 1
0 Otherwise.
(74)
The full algorithm is detailed in Alg. (3).
Now we proof that this method makes only a bounded number of mis-
takes, while having increasing detection capabilities. Again we assume the
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Algorithm 3 FADO
Initialise w0 = 0d.
for t = 1, 2, . . . do
(1) Receive transaction yt ∈ Rn
(2) Raise an alarm (set dt = 1) if
γt−1 ‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ 1,
and set
vt =
yt −wt−1
‖yt −wt−1‖2 ∈ R
n.
(3) if so, update
wt = wt−1 + γt−1vt.
If no alarm is raised (dt = 0), set wt = wt−1.
end for
existence of a perfect solution (w¯, ) with  > 0 such that the following holds
for all transactions,
‖w¯ − yt‖2 < ,∀t. (75)
or that there exists a µ > 0 such that
‖w¯ − yt‖2 ≤ − µ,∀t. (76)
This realisability assumption is not restrictive as  ≥ 0 can be arbitrary large.
However, if  is too large, the rule ‖w¯−yt‖2 >  has no power anymore, i.e.
it will not detect interesting cases. The smaller this  is, the more powerful
the rule is.
Theorem 4 Assume the existence of a couple (w¯, ) such that eq. (6) holds
for all transactions {yt}t, and assume that there is a finite constant ≤ R <
∞ such that maxt ‖yt‖2 ≤ R. Let {γt > 0}t as
γt =
γ0
(mt + 1)1/2+τ
, ∀t ≥ 0, (77)
and γ0 > 0, then
mt ≤ O
(‖w¯‖22) . (78)
Proof: Again, the recursion implemented by the algorithm can be
stated concisely as
wt =
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1vs, (79)
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where ds = 1 in case γs−1‖ys −ws−1‖2 > 1, and ds = 0 otherwise. Hence,
since eq. (75), and
vTs (w¯ − ys) ≥ −, (80)
or vTs w¯ ≥ vTs ys − , then one has
w¯Twt =
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1vTs w¯ ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1(yTs vs − ). (81)
Then we have in case dt = 1 where γt−1‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ 1, that
γt−1vTt (yt −wt−1) = γt−1‖yt −wt−1‖2 ≥ 1, (82)
and
t∑
s=1
ds(γs−1vTs ys − γs−1) ≥
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1(vTs ws−1 − ) +mt. (83)
Conversely, since from Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality follows that w¯Twt ≤
‖w¯‖2‖wt‖2. In instances t > 0 where dt = 1, one has
wTt wt = ‖wt−1‖22+γ2t−1‖vt‖22+2γt−1wTt−1vt = 2
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1wTs−1vs+
t∑
s=1
dsγ
2
s−1,
(84)
as in case ds = 0, one has ‖ws‖22 = ‖ws−1‖22. Combining inequalities and
using that eq. (84) is always larger than 0, gives(
mt −
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1
)
+
(
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1wTs−1vs
)
≤ ‖w¯‖2
√√√√2( t∑
s=1
dsγs−1wTs−1vs
)
+
(
t∑
s=1
dsγ2s−1
)
. (85)
Then using the AC-Lemma gives(
mt −
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1
)
≤ O (‖w¯‖22) , (86)
in case t is large enough so that mt >
∑t
s=1 dsγs−1. Now we look at the
term (
mt −
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1
)
=
t∑
s=1
ds (1− γs−1) . (87)
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In case γs > 0, this results in negative contributions. However, once γs > 0
is small enough, the summands are all positive and the previously derived
upper-bound becomes active. Formally, this is translated into the following
lower-bound
(
mt −
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1
)
=
(
mt −
s′∑
s=1
dsγs−1−
t∑
s=s′+1
dsγs−1
)
=
(
s′∑
s=1
ds(1− γs−1) +
t∑
s=s′+1
ds(1− γs−1)
)
≥
(
(1− γ0)
s′∑
s=1
ds + (1− γs′)
t∑
s=s′+1
ds
)
, (88)
for any 1 ≤ s′ < t. Then changing indexing from s′ to 1 ≤ m′ ≤ mt gives
(
(1− γ0)
s′∑
s=1
ds + (1− γs′)
t∑
s=s′+1
ds
)
≥ (1− γ0)m′ +
(
1− γ0
m′
1+2τ
2
)
(mt −m′)
= mt − γ0m′ +
( −γ0
m′
1+2τ
2
)
(mt −m′)
= mt − γ0
(
m′ +
(mt −m′)
m′
1+2τ
2
)
. (89)
Since this holds for any 0 < m′ ≤ mt, one can choose (solve) m′ such that
that (
m′ +
mt −m′
m′1/2+τ
)
=
mt
2γ0
, (90)
such that (
mt −
t∑
s=1
dsγs−1
)
≥ 1
2
mt, (91)
yielding the result.

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3 Numerical experiments
This section presents result substantiating practical efficacy of the FADO
algorithm under different scenarios: this section investigates whether the
previously derived theoretical results agree with the practical results in a
controlled, artificially constructed case.
The experiment has the following setup. Again, T = 10000 ‘normal’
samples are generated centered around w¯ = c(1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rn for a constant
c > 0. All those lie uniformly spread within radius 1−µ of this centre. Then
the abnormal samples are drawn from a much wider distribution, excluding
the one that lie within a radius 1 of the centre. Then the FADO( = 1)
algorithm was run on this dataset, and the number of false alarms m was
recorded.
c
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Figure 5: Number of alarms mT (Y-ax) in terms of different values of c
(X-ax) where w¯ = c1n. Blue solid line: empirical numbers, black dashed
line: theoretical bound of O(c4) (modulo constants).
Close inspection of Figures (5), (6), (7) and (8) evidences a number of
insights for the FADO algorithm with fixed  = 1:
• The number of mistakes m varies (inversely) proportional the quanti-
ties µ, c, n as presented in the bound.
• The precise orders seem to be overly conservative in the bound. For
example, figure 7 indicates that m behaves inversely proportional to
µ. However, the bound of theorem 1 derives a dependency on µ as
µ−2.
• Note that especially the dependence on dimensionality seems very mild
in practice, and the influence of ‖w¯‖2 (here parametrised as c, see
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Figure 6: Number of alarms mT (Y-ax) in terms of different values of the
dimension n (X-ax). Blue solid line: empirical numbers, black dashed line:
theoretical bound of O(n4) (modulo constants).
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Figure 7: Number of alarms mT (Y-ax) in terms of different values of µ
(X-ax). Blue solid line: empirical numbers, black dashed line: theoretical
bound of O(µ−2) (modulo constants).
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Figure 8: Number of alarms mT (Y-ax) in terms of different values of 
(X-ax) ranging from 10−2 to 102. The values for µ, c and n are randomised.
Note that no trend is observed in the values of mT .
Fig. (5)) seems to be royally overestimated. Indeed, we see that the
algorithm is very well equipped to work in high dimensions. Here, for
example we see that n = 100 only incurs m = ±100 mistake alarms
(that is, a false alarm is raised in only ±0.1% of the presented cases.
• The number of alarms m does not vary with the radius , nor with the
size of the data-points maxt ‖yt‖2. This is surprising as it is unlike
other mistake-based algorithms where such normalisations are explic-
itly present in bounds and in the practically observed performances,
see e.g. [11].
This then evidences that the algorithm works in general even better than
as indicated by the presented (worst-case) bounds. This is positive news
towards applicability, but does not imply that the bounds are not tight as
there might be really hard cases. Note that the derivation of lower bounds
for mistake-driven algorithms - often based on Hadamard constructions - or
see e.g. [11] is scarcely addressed.
Lastly, we assess the performance of the FADO algorithm (unknown )
in Fig. (9). As argued before, the more agnostic nature of this algorithm
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feeds on power, and is less robust. While the second item is established
before, we assess power in case of n = 2, ‖w¯‖2 =
√
2, and for a range of
values µ. From the results, we see that the power flatlines around 98% for
most cases, while it was consistently 100% in case  was provided. Also note
that the theoretical bound of O(1/µ2) is not very tight in this case.
µ
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Figure 9: Number of alarms mT (Y-ax) in terms of different values of µ
(X-ax) for the FADO algorithm where  is unknown. Blue solid line: empir-
ical numbers, Black dashed line: theoretical bound (modulo constants), The
red dashed-dotted line gives as a reference the performance of the FADO()
algorithm where  is given .
4 Case study
This section presents results obtained in an application of video processing
for detecting transitions between scenes. This case study is challenging for:
• Its inherent high-dimensionality, n = O(105), but (relatively) small
number of samples T = O(104),
• Its time-varying nature (’tracking’),
• The presence of outliers, structural artefacts and typical video-based
distortions, and
• The presence of intricate (but unknown) dependency structures, en-
coding the meaning of the video.
The aim of this case study is not so much to relate the performance of FADO
to alternative approaches using advanced image processing, bounding box
estimation and object recognition, but rather to indicate how the unaltered
FADO algorithm based on a fairly naive model does already surprisingly well
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using an absolute minimum of computing resources. For a survey of appli-
cable image processing tools for such task (also called cut or shot transition
detection), see e.g. [Koprinska and Carrato(2001)] and subsequent work.
Note that one can deploy many clustering-based approaches for this task,
but that the non-stochastic nature of the application invalidates the usual
theoretical/stochastic results. The principal objective of this case study is
to illustrate that the present framework/algorithm does however provides a
framework for handling such case.
4.1 Case study: Setup
A video3 is constructed by piecing together 16 short animal motion movie
clips. The original video clips are taken from the pioneering work of E.Muybridge
(1830-1904). The task now is to detect frames in the movie where transition
to a subsequent clips are made (the clips are depicting ’ostrich’, ’horse’, ’bi-
son’, kangaroo’, ’deer’, ’leopard’, ’dog’, ’pig’, ’donkey’ and ’elephant’). For
that, one needs to represent the subjects of the present clip. One may do
this via advanced image processing techniques, but inline with the previ-
ously developed theory, the ith clip is represented as a couple (w¯i, ) where
the frames yt of the ith clip obey
‖yt − w¯i‖2 < . (92)
Here, the tth frame is represented as a vector yt ∈ [0, 1]n with n = 400 ×
400 = 16.104. Traditional dimensionality reduction or manifold learning as
in [9] are not really an option in the present case as the eigenvalue spectrum
of those frames {yt}t decays too slowly to allow for linear Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA), the enormous dimension hinders the application
of advanced density/covariance estimation techniques, while the manifold
(based on the movement of the animals) changes too drastically over the
different clips for manifold learning to be applicable. Moreover, since such
approaches needs one to perform a dimensionality reduction phase on a ded-
icated set of data, one suffers a consequent loss of detection power, while it
is not clear how (theoretically) to choose such dimensionality optimally.
After proper rescaling of the frames, one obtains the video as presented,
consisting of T = 3330 different frames. Note that this video is far from
clean, including artefacts of the photography, the mouse pointer moving
through the screen, and even a ghost window flashing up. The corresponding
3The complete video of the case study can be downloaded from http://user.it.uu.
se/~kripe367 → FADO.
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dataset {yt}3330t=1 with n = 160.000 was however submitted to the FADO()
algorithm without any further preprocessing.
Choice of the threshold  ≥ 0 in eq. (93) is crucial to proper operation,
and translates the intuition ’how much can a scenery vary before it can be
called a next clip.’ Note that this  can be learned from the data as well (see
Subsection 2.4), but for the price of a seizable loss of robustness and power.
Since this application is challenging enough as is, this threshold was fixed to
 = 100, based on simple, intuitive experiments of a single clip (’ostrich’).
In this application, it is reasonable to expect that each different clip has
a different vector w¯i associated to it. This makes the setting time-varying.
For such tracking settings, it is argued (see e.g. [14, 10]) to take the gain as
a constant. In the present case, we set this to unit, i.e.
γt = 1, ∀t. (93)
Besides this, no tuning was required for this application.
4.2 Case study: Discussion
Figures (11), (12), (13) and (14) display yt and wt−1 for t = 99, 650, 1500
and t = 3330 respectively. Figure (15) gives the changepoints between
the 16 clips (solid line), and the time-points where FADO(100) gives a de-
tection/update. The FADO(100) detects/updates on 10473330 = ±34% of the
frames. Since 16 clips were joined together, only 153330 = ±0.5% scenery
changes (true alarms) exists. From this experiment, a number of insights
are gained.
• (Simple model) First of all, a ‘simple rule’ as detailed in eq. (93) does
already a surprising good job, despite the fact that we did not resort
to any image processing tools to interpret the content of the video.
This is especially useful in ‘agnostic’ cases where content is not known
(hardcoded) in advance, i.e. where supervised approaches cannot be
applied.
• (Mistake-based learning) Observe that the 34% of cases where FADO(100)
did detect/update is not quite close to the 0.5% of cases where an ac-
tual transition did happen. However, figure (15) makes clear that the
FADO(100) algorithm tags a series of frames after the transition hap-
pens. This is unavoidable as the algorithm needs to re-learn the new
typical behavior of a new clip. A more fair comparison would be that
20-30 blocks of frames are associated to a changing scene, resulting in
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a 1% detection rate. However, note that when t progresses, this re-
adjusting phase becomes shorter and wt becomes more generic. This
can also be seen by close inspections of subplots (b) of Fig (11), (12),
(13) and (14). This can be intuitively interpreted that the algorithm
memorizes more and more complex (mixtures of) patterns.
• (Learning rate) Another issue where this application supplements the
theoretical result is that in this application w¯ changes over time (‘track-
ing’), and a constant gain γt as in eq. (93) is used, rather than the
decreasing gain as e.g. in eq. (62). The choice of a constant gain in
this setting is quite intuitive because the algorithm cannot converge
to a single solution but needs a seizable mechanism to keep updating.
Note that the algorithm has to learn ‘more’ (i.e. makes more false
detections) in the beginning of the experiment (‘burn-in phase’). In
later phases, the memory becomes more generic as different scenarios
are seen, making re-adjustment easier.
Figure (10) shows how the frames are organised in terms of their 3 first
principal components.
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Figure 10: All the frames {yt}3330t=1 plotted as (‘.’) with color associated to
16 clips, in terms of the 3 largest Principal Components (PC) of a (linear)
PC Analysis (PCA): (PC1,PC2,PC3).
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Frame: 99 yt Mistakes: 100%, w t-1
Figure 11: The result of FADO(100) on the Muybridge video with n =
400 ∗ 400 after t = 99 iterations (after having seen almost a single clip).
Subplot (a) displays the frame y99. Subplot (b) displays the ’memory’ w98.
Frame: 650 yt Mistakes: 56.8%, w t-1
Figure 12: The result of FADO(100) on the Muybridge video after t = 650
iterations (after having seen almost 4 clips). Subplot (a) displays the frame
y650. Subplot (b) displays the ’memory’ w649.
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Frame: 1500 yt Mistakes: 42.4%, w t-1
Figure 13: The result of FADO(100) after t = 1500 iterations (after having
seen almost 7 clips). Subplot (a) displays the frame y1500. Subplot (b)
displays the ’memory’ w1499.
Frame: 3330 yt Mistakes: 31.4%, w t-1
Figure 14: The result of FADO(100) after t = 3330 iterations (after having
seen all 16 clips). Subplot (a) displays the frame y3330. Subplot (b) displays
the ’memory’ w3329.
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Figure 15: The result of FADO(100). The changepoints between the 16
different clips are shown as a blue solid line (‘1’=changepoint, ‘0’=conti-
nation). The red dashed line shows the detections (‘1’: detection, ‘0’: no
detection). made by the application of FADO(100).
5 Conclusions
This paper discusses a simple online (recursive) detection algorithm dubbed
FADO for use in deterministic, adversary scenarios. That is, for use in cases
where methods of density estimation or stochastic inference are not applica-
ble for their high-dimensionality, complex dependency structures, presence
of outliers, structural artefacts and other aberrations. The main result is
a theoretical foundation for use of (online) clustering methods for detec-
tion and data-mining applications. Theoretical results are backed up by a
numerical experiments and a video-processing case study. The surprising
bottomline is that no complex structures (as artificial neural networks or
convolutional neural nets) are needed really. This approach opens up for
many new directions: e.g. how to start analysing more complex, multiple
clustering methods? From a theoretical perspective, we like to see further
work on tracking properties of such mistake-based algorithms, and explain
the observed capability of the FADO algorithm to handle cases with enor-
mous dimensionsionality.
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